We study the impact of forward guidance used as an unconventional monetary policy tool at the zero lower bound of the policy rate on real and breakeven US Treasury yield curves. We …nd that explicit FOMC policy rate guidance announcements led to a signi…cant reduction in real yields. By contrast, breakeven in ‡ation rates were barely a¤ected, if at all, suggesting that in‡ation expectations have remained well-anchored, and that explicit FOMC policy rate guidance has not adversely a¤ected central bank credibility.
Introduction
Explicit policy rate guidance has become an important unconventional monetary policy tool since the zero lower bound was reached in the United States, and it is hoped that by a¤ecting long-term interest rates, it can a¤ect aggregate demand (Yellen (2013) ). With reaching the zero lower bound on the policy rate in the wake of the global …nancial crisis, the FOMC could not decrease the short-term nominal rate further, and therefore could not decrease the short-term real interest rate further to stimulate the economy without raising in ‡ation expectations. But by using forward policy rate guidance at the zero lower bound, the FOMC might be able to lower longer-term real interest rates further, without raising in ‡ation expectations (Rajan (2013) ). This is possible since longer-term nominal interest rates in the United States remained above zero even when the policy rate had reached the zero lower bound. This contrasts with Japan, where long-term bond yields are already very low, and can therefore not be lowered much further. In Japan, where de ‡ationary expectations have become entrenched, the Bank of Japan would like to raise in ‡ation expectations to the in ‡ation target of 2% (Rajan (2013) ). In January 2013 the Bank of Japan introduced an in ‡ation target of 2%, and committed to "pursue monetary easing and aim to achieve this target at the earliest possible time" ( Research on the e¤ects of unconventional monetary policy at the zero lower bound of the policy rate on real yields and breakeven in ‡ation rates has focussed on the e¤ects of quantitative easing, rather than on the e¤ects of explicit policy rate guidance. Neely (2010) …nds that large-scale asset purchase (LSAP) buy announcements reduced long-term real US Treasury yields. Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) …nd that an in ‡a-tion channel operated in the Federal Reserve's …rst two Quantitative Easing programmes (QE1 and QE2), with evidence from both in ‡ation swap rates and Treasury In ‡ation Protected Securities (TIPS) yields showing that expected in ‡ation increased, implying larger reductions in real than in nominal yields. Using a structural VAR to identify the e¤ects of monetary policy shocks for the period November 2008 to December 2010, Wright (2011a) …nds slight evidence that stimulative monetary policy shocks led to a rotation in breakeven rates derived from TIPS, with short-term breakeven rates rising and long-term forward breakeven rates falling. Hofmann and Zhu (2013) have studied whether central bank asset purchases have led to higher in ‡ation expectations in the United States and the United Kingdom. They …nd that central bank asset purchases had signi…cant e¤ects, but that their quantitative importance was uncertain. They conclude that the reaction of in ‡ation swap rates on the days of programme announcements suggests that central bank asset purchases were probably not the main driver of the shifts in in ‡ation expectations.
Recent research on the e¤ects of quantitative easing by the Federal Reserve …nds a greater role for a signalling channel and for forward policy rate guidance in its e¤ects on government bond yields than earlier research did. Bauer and Rudebusch (2012) …nd that Federal Reserve government bond purchases have important signalling e¤ects which lower expected future short-term interest rates, and that the signalling channel is more important than earlier research had suggested. Using model-based analysis, Curdia and Ferrero (2013) conclude that their analysis suggests that forward policy rate guidance is essential for quantitative easing to be e¤ective, and that communication about the beginning of federal funds rate increases will have stronger e¤ects on bond yields than communication about the end of asset purchases. Moessner (2013a Moessner ( , 2013b ) studied the e¤ect of explicit FOMC policy rate guidance announcements on short-to long-term nominal interest rates, and found that they led to a signi…cant reduction at a range of maturities. In this paper we quantify the impact of explicit FOMC policy rate guidance announcements used as an unconventional monetary policy tool at the zero lower bound on real and breakeven US Treasury yield curves. To the best of our knowledge this is the …rst paper to quantify the impact of the FOMC's explicit policy rate guidance announcements at the zero lower bound on real yields and breakeven in ‡ation rates.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the data, section 3 presents the method and results, and section 4 concludes.
Data
We study the reactions of real US Treasury yields across the yield curve derived from TIPS both for instantaneous forward rates 2 to 10 years ahead ( Figure 1 ) and for zero-coupon yields of maturities between 2 and 10 years ( Figure 2 ).
[Figures 1 and 2 about here]
We also study the reactions of breakeven in ‡ation rates across the yield curve derived from TIPS and conventional US Treasury bonds, again both for instantaneous forward rates ( Figure 3 ) and for zero-coupon rates (Figure 4 ), at the same horizons and maturities between 2 and 10 years. We control for the e¤ect of macroeconomic news on real yields and breakeven in ‡a-tion rates by including surprises in the following 11 US macroeconomic indicators in the regressions, CPI in ‡ation, GDP, hourly earnings, housing starts, industrial production, the ISM manufacturing index, changes in nonfarm payrolls, PPI in ‡ation, retail sales, 1 The real yields and breakeven in ‡ation rates are calculated following the methodology of Table 1 . We consider announcements from 18 March 2009, after the zero lower bound on policy rates had been reached.
[ Table 1 about here] 3 Method and results
E¤ects on real yields
To determine the reactions of real US Treasury bond yields to explicit policy rate guidance by the FOMC, we use the approach which Moessner (2013a) applied to study the reactions of Eurodollar futures rates, as described in the following. Daily changes in m-year-ahead real US Treasury instantaneous forward rates (in percentage points), y m (t) y m (t 1),
for expectations m =2 to 10 years ahead, are regressed on a dummy variable for the announcements of explicit FOMC policy rate guidance, d P RG (t), and on the surprise components of 11 US macroeconomic data releases, surprise j (t), j = 1; :::; 11, to control for the e¤ect of economic news,
where d P RG (t) takes the value of 1 on days when the FOMC provided new explicit policy rate guidance, as listed in Table 1 , and zero otherwise. The variable surprise j (t) takes on the value of the normalised surprises on the dates of the release of the macroeconomic indicator j, and zero on other days. We use Newey-West adjusted standard errors. Similar regressions are performed below for real US Treasury zero-coupon yields with maturities of m =2 to 10 years.
Regressions are also performed with a dummy variable separately for those announcements where the guidance was not associated with asset purchase announcements, d
nap P RG (t), and those where it was associated with asset purchase announcements, d wap P RG (t),
The dummy variable d nap P RG (t) equals 1 on dates when the FOMC provided new explicit policy rate guidance but did not make announcements on asset purchases ( [ Tables 2 and 3 about here] Table 2 shows the results of equation (1) estimated for instantaneous forward real US Treasury yields. We can see that explicit FOMC policy rate guidance announcements had a signi…cant e¤ects on real forward rates at horizons of 2 to 5 years ahead, with the largest e¤ect of 23 basis points on average per announcement at the 3-year ahead horizon. Table 3 shows the results of equation (2) . We can see that while explicit FOMC policy rate guidance announcements not associated with asset purchase announcements had a signi…cant e¤ects on real forward rates at horizons of 2 to 10 years ahead, with the largest e¤ect of 17 basis points on average per announcement at the 3-year ahead horizon, those associated with asset purchase announcements had a signi…cant e¤ects on real forward rates only at horizons of 2 and 3 years ahead, again with the largest e¤ect at the 3-year ahead horizon, at 27 basis points on average per announcement. These results suggest that the e¤ect of the FOMC's explicit policy rate guidance on real yields was not just due to associated asset purchase announcements.
[ Tables 4 and 5 about here] Table 4 shows the results of equation (1) estimated for real US Treasury zero-coupon yields. We can see that explicit FOMC policy rate guidance announcements had a significant e¤ects on real zero-coupon at maturities of 2 to 10 years, with the largest e¤ect of 18 basis points on average per announcement at the 5-year ahead horizon. Table 5 shows the results of equation (2) for real US Treasury zero-coupon yields. We can see that while explicit FOMC policy rate guidance announcements not associated with asset purchase announcements had a signi…cant e¤ect on real zero-coupon yields at horizons of 2 to 10 years ahead, those associated with asset purchase announcements had a signi…cant e¤ect on real zero-coupon yields at horizons up to 5 years ahead.
E¤ects on breakeven in ‡ation rates
To determine the reactions of breakeven in ‡ation rates to explicit policy rate guidance by the FOMC, we perform the regressions of equations (1) to (2), but replacing real yields by breakeven in ‡ation rates. Results for equations (1) and (2) for forward breakeven in ‡ation rates are shown in Tables 6 and 7 , respectively. We can see that forward breakeven in ‡ation rates were little a¤ected by the explicit policy rate guidance, with a reduction of 6 to 7 basis points on average per announcement at horizons of 6 to 8 years ahead. We can also see that such guidance not associated with asset purchase announcements led to a reduction in forward breakeven in ‡ation rates of around 5 to 10 basis points on average per announcement at horizons of 4 to 7 years ahead. Such guidance associated with asset purchase announcements led to a small increase in forward breakeven in ‡ation rates at horizons of 3 and 4 years ahead.
[ Tables 6 and 7 about here] Results for equations (1) and (2) for zero-coupon breakeven in ‡ation rates are shown in Tables 8 and 9 , respectively. Zero-coupon breakeven in ‡ation rates were little a¤ected by the explicit policy rate guidance, with an increase of 5 basis points on average per announcement at horizons of 2 and 3 years ahead. Such guidance not associated with asset purchase announcements had no signi…cant e¤ect on zero-coupon breakeven in ‡ation rates. Explicit policy rate guidance associated with asset purchase announcements led to 7 an increase in zero-coupon breakeven in ‡ation rates of up to 9 basis points on average per announcement at horizons of 2 to 7 years ahead.
[ Tables 8 and 9 about here] Besides real rate and in ‡ation expectations, real government bond yields and breakeven in ‡ation rates also re ‡ect risk premia. There is great uncertainty to what extent changes in real government bond yields and breakeven in ‡ation rates re ‡ect changes in expectations or changes in risk premia. Decomposing the reactions of real yields and breakeven in ‡ation rates to explicit FOMC policy rate guidance announcements into changes due to expectations and those due to changes in risk premia is beyond the scope of this paper.
Estimating the decomposition of bond yields into the expectations and risk premia components is subject to great model uncertainty. [ Figure 5 about here] 8 
Conclusions
We studied the impact of explicit policy rate guidance by the FOMC used as an unconventional monetary policy tool at the zero lower bound of the policy rate on real and breakeven US Treasury yield curves. We found that explicit FOMC policy rate guidance announcements led to a signi…cant reduction in real yields. By contrast, breakeven in‡ation rates were barely a¤ected, if at all, suggesting that in ‡ation expectations have remained well-anchored, and that explicit FOMC policy rate guidance has not adversely a¤ected central bank credibility.
9 […] the Committee will maintain the target range for the federal funds rate at 0 to 1/4 percent and anticipates that economic conditions are likely to warrant exceptionally low levels of the federal funds rate for an extended period.
August 2011
The Committee currently anticipates that economic conditions--including low rates of resource utilization and a subdued outlook for inflation over the medium run--are likely to warrant exceptionally low levels for the federal funds rate at least through mid-2013. 25 January 2012
[…] the Committee […] currently anticipates that economic conditions--including low rates of resource utilization and a subdued outlook for inflation over the medium run--are likely to warrant exceptionally low levels for the federal funds rate at least through late 2014.
September 2012
[…] the Committee […] currently anticipates that exceptionally low levels for the federal funds rate are likely to be warranted at least through mid-2015. 12 December 2012
[…] the Committee […] currently anticipates that this exceptionally low range for the federal funds rate will be appropriate at least as long as the unemployment rate remains above 6-1/2 percent, inflation between one and two years ahead is projected to be no more than a half percentage point above the Committee's 2 percent longer-run goal, and longer-term inflation expectations continue to be well anchored.
[…] a Based on FOMC press releases. 
